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Abstract

Recent work has shown that classifiers for de-001
pression detection often fail to generalize to002
new datasets. Most NLP models for this task003
are built on datasets that use textual reports of004
a depression diagnosis (e.g., statements on so-005
cial media) to identify diagnosed users; this006
approach allows for collection of large-scale007
datasets, but means that classifiers suffer from008
a self-report bias. Notably, models tend to cap-009
ture features that typify direct discussion of010
mental health rather than more subtle indica-011
tions of depression symptoms. In this paper,012
we explore the hypothesis that building classi-013
fiers using exclusively social media posts from014
before a user’s diagnosis will lead to less re-015
liance on shortcuts and better generalization.016
We test our classifiers on a dataset that is based017
on an external survey rather than textual self-018
reports, and find that using pre-diagnosis data019
for training yields improved performance.020

1 Introduction021

In recent years, computational methods, including022

Natural Language Processing (NLP), have been023

applied to social media data, with the objective of024

learning about mental illness and improving mental025

healthcare (e.g., Coppersmith et al., 2015; Mitchell026

et al., 2015; Jamil et al., 2017; Cohen et al., 2020).027

A significant amount of work in this area focuses on028

the classification task of predicting mental health029

status from social media content. The main signals030

that have been used in order to infer mental health031

status for these classification tasks are listed in032

Table 1.033

The practices of using self-reported diagnoses034

and community membership show promise from035

a machine learning perspective, in that data can036

be automatically labeled, and collecting datasets037

does not require participation from study “partic-038

ipants” in the form of surveys. This allows large039

datasets to be collected, which lend themselves040

well to deep learning methods. However, recent041

A person who has a diagnosed mental 
health condition

A social media user who has a 
diagnosed mental health condition

A person who has reported their mental 
health diagnosis on social media

Figure 1: By including only people who self-report a
diagnosis on social media, we are studying only a sub-
set of the population of interest.

work has questioned the validity of these methods 042

and their ability to generalize to new populations 043

(Harrigian et al., 2020; Ernala et al., 2019). 044

Prior work has considered the fact that self- 045

report bias is a significant obstacle in systems that 046

rely on self-report (Harrigian et al., 2020; Chancel- 047

lor et al., 2019). People who report their mental 048

health diagnosis on social media are a subset of 049

people on social media who have a mental health 050

diagnosis, who are themselves a subset of people 051

who have a mental health diagnosis (Figure 1). The 052

behavior of people who are comfortable sharing 053

their diagnosis on social media may differ in mean- 054

ingful ways from those in the other two groups that 055

are presented in Figure 1, which means that when 056

we train and test classifiers only on self-report- 057

based datasets, we are studying a subset of the 058

population of interest. Furthermore, if our goals in- 059

clude early intervention and population-level moni- 060

toring, we should aim to do well at classifying all 061

users who are symptomatic. The people included in 062

datasets based on self-report differ from those who 063

have a undiagnosed depression in that they have 064

sought help and received a diagnosis from a pro- 065

fessional. Their higher likelihood to be receiving 066

treatment makes them differ from target popula- 067

tions in substantial ways, which may mean that 068

features learned by classifiers will not generalize to 069

all of those who are symptomatic. This mismatch 070
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Method A person is labeled as depressed if... Examples

Surveys and Healthcare their PHQ9 score on a survey reaches the level Choudhury et al. (2013);
Collaborations required to diagnose clinical depression. Ernala et al. (2019)
Self-Reported they post “I have been diagnosed with Coppersmith et al. (2014);
Diagnosis depression” (or similar) on social media. Cohan et al. (2018)
Community

they join the r/depression Reddit community
Shen and Rudzicz (2017);

Membership Wolohan et al. (2018)

Table 1: Signals used to infer mental health status for classification tasks. The lists of methods used for labeling
and example papers are not exhaustive.

symptom onset seeking help formal diagnosis

Period considered in training data based on self-report

When people 
need initial 

support

When a valid 
self-report could 

happen

time

Figure 2: By including all data from people who self-
report, we introduce a mismatch between our training
data and some real-life use cases.

means that these classifiers may not identify those071

who would most benefit from being connected to072

support (Figure 2).073

In this paper, we explore whether using data074

from before users self-report their depression di-075

agnosis (pre-diagnosis data) can improve gener-076

alization to populations who do not by definition077

discuss mental health online. We take advantage of078

the observation that there was a period of time dur-079

ing which users with a self-reported diagnosis were080

not yet diagnosed, and may not have posted explic-081

itly mental health-related content on social media.082

Prior work has shown significant changes in user083

behavior after reporting a schizophrenia diagno-084

sis on Twitter (Ernala et al., 2017); these changes085

are attributed to the therapeutic benefits of self-086

disclosure, but could also be linked to treatment.087

Furthermore, before being diagnosed, people will088

have some symptoms of depression, but they may089

be less likely to outwardly discuss mental health.090

By using data exclusively from the pre-diagnosis091

stage for training, we hypothesize that we may be092

able to build classifiers that do not take advantage093

of shortcuts that lead to poor generalization.094

To explore this hypothesis, we collect a dataset095

based on self-reported depression diagnoses; then,096

we extract the diagnosis timestamp for a subset of097

users. Finally, we build classifiers and test them098

on a dataset from another social media platform099

where mental health status is determined based on 100

an external survey, rather than people’s behavior 101

on the platform.1 We find that across a number of 102

classifiers, generalization to the new population im- 103

proves when using pre-diagnosis data for training. 104

2 Related Work 105

Mental health related textual data has been diffi- 106

cult to collect due to privacy issues and the cost 107

of diagnosis. However, with the explosion of user- 108

generated social media content, researchers have 109

begun to consider how such content can be lever- 110

aged for the analysis of language usage related to 111

mental health. 112

Prior work has mainly adopted two proxy signals 113

to identify people with mental health conditions on 114

social media platforms. The first and also the most 115

popular proxy signal is a set of self-reported di- 116

agnosis patterns. Coppersmith et al. (2014) used 117

patterns like “I was diagnosed with X” to iden- 118

tify more than 1,200 Twitter users with four men- 119

tal health conditions (depression, bipolar disorder, 120

PTSD, and SAD). Following this work, similar pat- 121

terns were created for additional mental health con- 122

ditions and different social media platforms (Cop- 123

persmith et al., 2015; Mitchell et al., 2015; Ernala 124

et al., 2017; Yates et al., 2017; Cohan et al., 2018; 125

Birnbaum et al., 2017). Based on these diagno- 126

sis patterns, some work further includes experts 127

to verify the authenticity of identified diagnosed 128

users (Mitchell et al., 2015; Ernala et al., 2017; 129

Cohan et al., 2018; Birnbaum et al., 2017). The 130

second proxy signal is the communities that users 131

affiliate themselves with. McManus et al. (2015) 132

identifies individuals with schizophrenia by check- 133

ing if they follow the Twitter account @schizotribe. 134

Jamil et al. (2017) identifies users who may have 135

depression by searching within the #BellLetsTalk 136

1Our code will be made publicly available.
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campaign. Similarly, affiliation behaviors on Red-137

dit have also been used to identify individuals with138

mental health conditions. Participation in subred-139

dits such as r/Anxiety and r/SuicideWatch are used140

as proxy signals to identify people with mental141

health conditions (Gkotsis et al., 2017; Shen and142

Rudzicz, 2017).143

While identifying diagnosed people through144

proxy signals, some work analyzed the amount of145

time that passes between diagnosis and self-report146

(MacAvaney et al., 2018). However, they focus on147

classifying diagnosis recency and condition state,148

and do not study the impact of the time period149

spanned by user’s data on classifiers that predict150

mental health conditions.151

Although social media platforms provide con-152

venient access to a large amount of mental health153

data, previous work has identified several pitfalls154

when using such proxy signals to identify people155

with mental health conditions. Ernala et al. (2019)156

shows that people identified by proxy signals have157

different behaviors than people who are clinically158

diagnosed but do not post about mental health on159

social media. As a result, machine learning classi-160

fiers trained on such proxy signals cannot general-161

ize to other populations that do not talk about men-162

tal health on social media. Harrigian et al. (2020)163

founds that models trained on data collected using164

a variety of proxy signals do not generalize across165

different social media platforms and proxies.166

3 Data167

In this section, we describe our method for col-168

lecting two datasets for the analysis of linguistic169

classification based on people’s mental health diag-170

noses. Specifically, we focus on English language171

user generated content on Reddit (§3.1) and Twit-172

ter (§3.2), and we analyze users with depressive173

disorders (depression).2174

3.1 Reddit Self-Report-Based Dataset175

(SELFREPORT)176

3.1.1 Data collection177

We follow Cohan et al. (2018) by using self-178

reported diagnosis patterns to identify diagnosed179

users and collect corresponding control users based180

2Following Cohan et al. (2018) whose data collection pro-
cess we built on, we will release code to collect data from
Reddit. We cannot release the Twitter data due to the possibil-
ity of identifying individuals in the dataset (who may not have
publicly shared their depression diagnosis) from their tweets.

on their activity on Reddit. We look at all sub- 181

missions and comments on Reddit from January 182

2006 to December 2019 using PushShift (Baum- 183

gartner et al., 2020). For convenience, we will 184

use the term “post” to refer to both submissions 185

and comments hereafter, and we do not distinguish 186

them. Our dataset expands the Self-reported Men- 187

tal Health Diagnoses (SMHD) dataset (Cohan et al., 188

2018) in three ways. First, we collect data from 189

a longer time period. Second, we expand the list 190

of mental health related keywords and subreddits 191

used in SMHD. Third, our dataset includes self- 192

report posts (discarded for training), which allow 193

us to extract a diagnosis time (§4) and identify pre- 194

diagnosis posts. 195

• Diagnosed users are identified by a list of 196

self-reported diagnosis patterns from SMHD. 197

An example of such a pattern is “I have been 198

diagnosed with depression.” To reduce the 199

false positive rate in retrieved data, another 200

list of negative diagnosis patterns3 is used to 201

remove users who do not have depression but 202

are retrieved by the diagnosis patterns. Using 203

such positive and negative patterns results in 204

a set of diagnosed users with high precision 205

(Cohan et al., 2018). Finally, we remove users 206

who do not have at least 50 posts that are not 207

about mental health (§3.1.2). 208

• Control users are identified for each diag- 209

nosed user based on their post activity. Specif- 210

ically, we use three conditions for finding con- 211

trol users: (1) each control user must post in 212

at least one common subreddit with the diag- 213

nosed user; (2) the number of posts of each 214

paired control user and diagnosed user can- 215

not deviate by a factor larger than two; and (3) 216

control users cannot have any mental health re- 217

lated posts (§3.1.2). For each diagnosed user, 218

we find nine corresponding control users. 219

3.1.2 Mental health related data 220

We follow Cohan et al. (2018) by using a set of 221

mental health terms and mental health subreddits to 222

identify posts that relate to mental health. The posts 223

including these terms are excluded when training 224

classifiers to allow for better generalizability. In 225

preliminary experiments, we found that the exist- 226

ing list does not include some terms and subreddits 227

that closely relate to mental health (e.g., names of 228

3e.g., “I’m not technically diagnosed.”
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# users # posts per user post length # MH posts per user MH post length
Diagnosed users 20,573 753.8 (±1221.5) 40.0 (±76.6) 51.9 (±116.2) 102.9 (±166.9)
Control users 185,157 497.3 (±957.2) 18.9 (±45.6) — —

Table 2: Statistics of SELFREPORT training set, which is based on self-reported depression diagnoses. Post length
is measured in tokens.

# users # tweets per user tweet length
diagnosed-depression 32 1696.9 (±1481.7) 12.8 (±7.6)
diagnosed-all 55 2974.8 (±9948.8) 7.3 (±7.3)
control 138 1515.3 (±3913.0) 9.2 (±7.5)

Table 3: Twitter SURVEY-based dataset statistics. Post
length is measured in tokens.

antidepressants and r/2meirl4meirl4). Antidepres-229

sants and terms posted in r/2meirl4meirl tended230

to have high weights in linear classifiers, but us-231

ing them for classification does not generalize to a232

population that does not explicitly talk about men-233

tal health. We therefore extend the existing list234

by adding a list of common antidepressants5 and235

additional mental health related subreddits.236

3.1.3 Data statistics237

We collect 29,390 diagnosed users and 264,510238

control users in total. We randomly split our dataset239

by user into train, validation, and test sets, which240

contain 70%, 15%, and 15% of the users, respec-241

tively. We present the statistics of the training set242

in Table 2. We observe that diagnosed users tend243

to have more and longer posts than control users.244

Furthermore, for the same set of diagnosed users,245

mental health related posts (which are excluded246

when training and testing) tend to be longer than247

other posts.248

3.2 Twitter Survey-Based Dataset (SURVEY)249

In order to test our classifiers on a dataset that is250

not built on proxy signals, we use a dataset from251

Twitter. The dataset includes the Twitter handles252

from 210 students at a large US university.6 Tweets253

4Community description: “For relatable posts that are too
real for /r/meirl or /r/me_irl. Meaning jokes/posts about mental
health issues and self deprecating humour.”

5https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=List_of_antidepressants&direction=
next&oldid=1040008289.

6The data was collected as part of a study that underwent a
full board review and was approved by the IRB at University
of Anonymous. All participants in the study have signed an
informed consent form. 737 students completed the surveys,
but we only include students who chose to provide active,
public Twitter handles. The students were given $50 worth of
gift card for completion of 4 surveys.

are scraped using the Tweepy library.7 The stu- 254

dents provided their Twitter handles in 2018 and 255

2019, and also completed a survey asking if the 256

student had been diagnosed with a mental health 257

condition. We split the students into three sets: stu- 258

dents who state that they have diagnosed depression 259

(diagnosed-depression), students who state that 260

they have any mental health diagnosis8 (diagnosed- 261

all), and students who state that they have never 262

been diagnosed with any mental health conditions 263

(control). Statistics of the dataset are displayed in 264

Table 3. The dates of tweets in the dataset range 265

from 2009 to 2020. 266

A limitation of our study is that this Twitter 267

dataset is our only source of out-of-domain data 268

that is not collected based on self-report. We would 269

have preferred to test on multiple such datasets, but 270

due to privacy concerns such data is very difficult 271

to procure, and it is usually excluded entirely from 272

NLP research on mental health. 273

4 Diagnosis Timestamp Extraction 274

To study the temporal effect of diagnosis on depres- 275

sion classification methods, we extract the diagno- 276

sis timestamp for diagnosed users in the SELFRE- 277

PORT dataset when possible. In the post in which 278

users self-report their diagnosis, some users also 279

share their diagnosis time.9 For such users, we 280

extract their diagnosis timestamp with two-week 281

precision or better from the text of their self-report 282

post. To do this, we look only at the sentence where 283

the self-reported diagnosis appears. From the sen- 284

tence, we extract all time expressions that describe 285

a DATE or TIME using SUTime (Chang and Man- 286

ning, 2012). However, extracted time expressions 287

do not necessarily describe the diagnosis time. We 288

further get the dependency parsing tree of the sen- 289

tence using spaCy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017), 290

and we only include time expressions that can be 291

reached from the self-reported diagnosis pattern in 292

7https://www.tweepy.org/.
8Included are depression, anxiety, substance abuse disor-

der, personality disorder, eating disorder, attention disorder or
learning disability.

9e.g., “I was diagnosed 3 months ago.”
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Figure 3: An example of dependency parsing tree of self-reported diagnosis post. Diagnosis pattern is highlighted
in blue . In this example, we can extract diagnosis timestamp by following the path “diagnosed”, “in”, “February”.
We set the diagnosed date to February 14th, so we know that the potential error is ± two weeks.

the tree.10 If no time expression can be reached, we293

go to the parent of the diagnosis pattern and check294

again. Finally, we remove time expressions that295

are unlikely to be precise within a two-week pe-296

riod such as “several months ago” and “years ago.”297

Figure 3 shows an example where we can extract298

the precise timestamp “February.” An example for299

which we cannot extract a precise diagnosis time is300

“Anyway, in 2017, I had my depression diagnosis,”301

because “2017” is not precise on two-week level.302

We are able to extract the diagnosis timestamp303

for 691 users (3.36% of total users) with two-week304

precision, and find that on average, there are 119.2305

days between a user’s self-report and their diagno-306

sis. To evaluate the accuracy of the extracted diag-307

nosis times, we randomly sample 100 users from308

the training set and manually annotate their diagno-309

sis time. Our method achieves 96.3% precision on310

sampled data while retaining 59.1% recall.11 Since311

our goal is to extract a precise diagnosis timestamp312

for users, we emphasize precision over recall.313

5 Experimental Setup and Results314

To evaluate the effectiveness of using pre-diagnosis315

posts on improving models’ generalizability, we316

train classifiers using the SELFREPORT dataset317

from different time periods (§5.1) and test their318

performance across those periods in an in-domain319

setting. Then, we evaluate their ability to gener-320

alize to SURVEY and find that classifiers trained321

only on posts before diagnoses often outperform322

classifiers trained on all data in the transfer setting323

(§5.2).324

10When checking if a time expression can be reached, we
exclude dependency relations ccomp, parataxis, conj, and
advcl because we only want expressions that are related to
diagnosis.

11Recall is measured by the percentage of users we extract
a diagnosis time for among those who report a diagnosis time.

5.1 Models 325

We consider four models ranging from Logistic 326

Regression to Transformer-based language models 327

(Vaswani et al., 2017; Ji et al., 2021). We search 328

hyperparameters for each model on the validation 329

set. Refer to Appendix A for details of the hyper- 330

parameter search and feature selection. 331

• Logistic Regression: we train two logistic re- 332

gression models. The first one uses unigram 333

and bigram TF-IDF features of the concate- 334

nated posts. The second one leverages Linguis- 335

tic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) percent- 336

ages (Pennebaker et al., 2015) of each post and 337

uses their aggregation statistics (mean, variance, 338

range, and quantile range) as features. In initial 339

experiments, we used only the mean of LIWC 340

values (as is common in NLP applications), but 341

found that adding other aggregation statistics 342

significantly improved the performance on both 343

SELFREPORT and SURVEY. 344

• FastText (Joulin et al., 2016): we train a Fast- 345

Text classification model using unigram and bi- 346

gram features. We concatenate all of a user’s 347

posts as the input. 348

• MentalBERT (Ji et al., 2021): we utilize the 349

contextual representations generated by a BERT- 350

like (Devlin et al., 2019) language model that 351

is adapted to mental health related content from 352

Reddit (Ji et al., 2021). MentalBERT is trained 353

on seven mental health related subreddits, so 354

it does not overlap with SURVEY. Among the 355

seven subreddits, two of them could contain 356

posts that overlap with data in SELFREPORT. 357

We feed the BERT representation of each post to 358

a feed forward neural network and aggregate by 359

max pooling to get the representation for each 360

user. 361

We train each model on three subsets of data from 362

SELFREPORT with different numbers of users and 363

posts. 364
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Model
Test Data

All-large All-small Pre-diagnosis

Random 18.18 18.18 18.18

TF-IDF
All-large 72.54± 2.31 72.22± 2.12 62.25± 0.42
All-small 69.31± 0.00 71.17± 0.00 61.47± 0.49
Pre-diagnosis 60.51± 0.14 59.84± 0.57 62.53± 0.56

LIWC
All-large 51.84± 0.00 49.88± 0.00 47.69± 0.32
All-small 44.89± 0.00 44.03± 0.00 44.91± 0.85
Pre-diagnosis 37.37± 0.15 36.45± 0.25 40.15± 1.02

FastText
All-large 67.59± 0.15 64.01± 0.59 54.17± 0.45
All-small 53.32± 0.29 52.74± 1.38 48.86± 1.21
Pre-diagnosis 52.56± 0.40 52.42± 1.47 50.12± 1.61

MentalBERT
All-large 74.87± 0.55 74.20± 0.31 64.17± 1.21
All-small 67.46± 1.61 71.86± 2.02 60.35± 0.75
Pre-diagnosis 60.90± 0.70 62.78± 0.17 61.01± 2.25

Table 4: F1 score for diagnosed users on SELFREPORT
(average of three runs). Best performance in each cell
is in bold. All-large classifiers achieve the best per-
formance in most cases, but their performance drops
significantly when testing only on pre-diagnosis posts.

• All-large contains all posts from all users.365

• Pre-diagnosis considers diagnosed users366

for whom we can extract the diagnosis times-367

tamp and their corresponding control users.368

Users also need to have at least one post before369

their diagnoses. We only keep posts before diag-370

noses for diagnosed users and randomly sample371

the same percent of posts for control users.372

• All-small contains the same set of users as373

Pre-diagnosis, but it includes all of their374

posts.375

5.2 Results376

5.2.1 In domain performance377

We first test classifiers on the SELFREPORT test378

set. We use the same definitions of All-large,379

All-small, and Pre-diagnosis on the test380

set. Table 4 shows the results. We can ob-381

serve classifiers that are trained on all data and all382

users (All-large) achieve the best performance383

across all models on most of test cases including the384

pre-diagnosis cases, demonstrating their good fit385

for the population of users who self-report their de-386

pression diagnoses on Reddit. However, their per-387

formance drops significantly when testing on only388

pre-diagnosis posts, indicating they focus more on389

features that appear after diagnosis.390

Table 5 illustrates the focus on features that391

are more likely to occur post-diagnosis. For ex-392

ample, All-large focuses on n-grams such as393

“meds” and “disorder” whereas Pre-diagnosis394

captures “insecure” and “my life”; similarly,395

All-large trained on LIWC features focuses396

on health- and anxiety-related words whereas397

Top depression features

TF-IDF mental health, meds, medication,
All-large mental, anxious, lonely, kill myself,

disorder, hospital, myself

TF-IDF insecure, find his, someone better,
Pre-diagnosis my life, parents, my dad, okay,

are these, friends, we ve

LIWC HEALTH, ANX, CONJ, PREP,
All-large NEGEMO,ANX, CONJ, BIO,

NUMBER, I

LIWC I, HEALTH, I, I, BIO, NEGEMO,
Pre-diagnosis INSIGHT, HEAR, FEMALE,

FUNCTION

Table 5: Top 10 positive features for TF-IDF and
LIWC classifiers ordered by weight. For LIWC, col-
ors and text styles are used to represent different ag-
gregation measures across user’s posts: mean, 75 per-
cent range, and 90 percent range. All-large
classifier focuses on indicative features that appear
more after diagnoses (e.g., “medication” and ANX).
Pre-diagnosis classifier captures more robust fea-
tures such as self preoccupation (e.g., “my life” and I).

Pre-diagnosis captures self-attentional focus, 398

as indicated by first person singular pronouns (self 399

preoccupation is known to relate with people’s psy- 400

chological status (Pennebaker, 2004)). Although 401

these features are indicative of a depression diag- 402

nosis for this specific population, as we show in 403

§5.2.2, these post-diagnosis features fail to gener- 404

alize to the broader population. Methods such as 405

filtering lists of words that are directly related to 406

mental health (as we do in §3.1) help to reduce 407

reliance on these n-grams, but crafting these lists 408

requires significant manual effort and subjective 409

decisions. Changing the time period of data used 410

reduces subjectivity and helps to filter out these 411

features. 412

Next, we explore how the performance changes 413

when we vary the time period covered by the test 414

data. Concretely, we evaluate classifiers on diag- 415

nosed users using their posts before a specific time 416

point. To exclude the influence of other factors, we 417

test on the same set of diagnosed users who have at 418

least one post 90 days before their diagnoses, and 419

we down-sample users’ posts to keep the number 420

of posts unchanged for different test time points. 421

We also include the corresponding control users 422

in the test set and down-sample their posts propor- 423

tionally to the number of posts of diagnosed users. 424

As shown in Figure 4, Pre-diagnosis has a 425

relatively consistent performance for different time 426
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Figure 4: F1 score for diagnosed users tested on SEL-
FREPORT (average of three runs). Shaded area shows
the 95% confidence interval. For diagnosed users, we
only consider posts before a certain time point (x axis),
and we down-sample the posts so that each user has the
same number of posts at each test point. All results are
on the same set of users who have at least one post 90
days before their diagnoses.

TFIDF LIWC FastText MentalBERT

All-large 12.83 20.04 19.71 34.77
All-small 3.48 19.45 15.04 14.85
Pre-diagnosis 2.59 12.44 4.32 25.02

Table 6: Slope of the fitted lines in Figure 4 (on the
order of 10−5). The largest value for each model is in
bold, and reflects the focus on post-diagnosis features.

periods. It achieves comparable and even better per-427

formance compared to All-large classifiers in428

some cases. It is also worth noting that the perfor-429

mance of All-large classifiers keeps increasing430

as we include more posts after diagnoses to the test431

set, indicating All-large classifiers focus more432

on signals that are prevalent after diagnoses.433

Furthermore, we fit a line for each of the plots434

in Figure 4 and report their slopes in Table 6. We435

observe All-large classifiers have the largest436

slope in all cases, and Pre-diagnosis classi-437

fiers have the smallest slope in 3 out of 4 cases,438

confirming our analyses that All-large clas-439

sifiers focus on post-diagnosis features whereas440

Pre-diagnosis classifiers are more consistent.441

We note that the results displayed in these graphs442

differ slightly from those displayed in Table 4. We443

believe that this is due to the downsampling per-444

formed in order to get a fair comparison across time445

periods. When downsampling, we may exclude446

posts that contain overt signals (such as discussion447

of medications), which are likely more important448

to the classifiers trained on All-large. 449

5.2.2 Out-of-domain performance 450

Next, we evaluate classifiers on SURVEY. SUR- 451

VEY represents a broader population in that it does 452

not use self-reported diagnoses to identify diag- 453

nosed users; this means that users are less likely to 454

explicitly mention their mental health. We only 455

use it for testing purposes, and we include all 456

tweets for each user. The results are presented 457

in Table 7. We first notice that Pre-diagnosis 458

classifiers achieve the best performance for five 459

out of eight models; notably, when training on the 460

same set and number of users (All-small vs. 461

Pre-diagnosis), there is an improvement for 462

seven of the eight models. This verifies our hy- 463

pothesis that training on pre-diagnosis posts gener- 464

alizes better to the broader population. We noted 465

that training on All-small sometimes unexpect- 466

edly improves upon All-large; it is possible 467

that there are unobserved demographic overlaps 468

between All-small and SURVEY (a relatively 469

homogenous group at one university) that cause 470

this to occur. Given that, we focus primarily on 471

the direct comparison between All-small and 472

Pre-diagnosis. 473

We also observe that for a broader set of men- 474

tal health conditions (diagnosed-all, which in- 475

cludes users who have diagnosed anxiety and eat- 476

ing disorders in addition to users with diagnosed 477

depression), training on pre-diagnosis posts pro- 478

vides stronger generalizability, as shown by larger 479

gaps between Pre-diagnosis classifiers and 480

All-small classifiers. We believe this gener- 481

alization comes from some common symptoms 482

shared by those with anxiety and depression (Han- 483

son, 2019). We were somewhat surprised to 484

see a pattern of higher scores on the diagnosed- 485

all dataset than the diagnosed-depression dataset, 486

given that the users in the diagnosed-depression 487

dataset all share a diagnosis with the users in the 488

SELFREPORT dataset. From Table 3, we note that 489

users in the diagnosed-all dataset tend to have more 490

tweets; this could increase the likelihood that at 491

least some of their tweets contain signals that are 492

indicative of their symptoms. 493

Finally, we acknowledge that some of our best 494

results come from using MentalBERT and Fast- 495

Text models with all data (All-large). With im- 496

mense computational resources, the MentalBERT 497

model is presumably able to extract generaliz- 498
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Diagnosed-depression Diagnosed-all

TF-IDF LIWC FastText MentalBERT TF-IDF LIWC FastText MentalBERT

Random 27.35 36.30
All-large 41.44± 0.61 40.82± 0.00 48.03± 2.64 46.80± 2.51 43.57± 1.07 43.41± 0.00 40.45± 1.90 48.07± 2.49
All-small 41.18± 0.00 40.86± 0.00 38.41± 2.43 42.02± 6.44 47.06± 0.00 46.03± 0.00 40.50± 0.61 39.16± 5.15
Pre-diagnosis 42.86± 0.23 41.02± 0.32 35.63± 3.04 42.88± 2.83 48.11± 0.20 49.02± 0.36 41.69± 0.67 43.96± 2.31

∆ +1.68 +0.16 −2.78 +0.86 +1.05 +2.99 +1.19 +4.80

Table 7: F1 score for diagnosed users on SURVEY (mean of three runs; error shows standard deviation). ∆
means Pre-diagnosis − All-small. Diagnosed-depression contains diagnosed-depression and control
users. Diagnosed-all contains diagnosed-all and control users. Best results are in bold. Random baseline achieves
27.35 for Diagnosed-depression and 36.30 for Diagnosed-all.

able feature representations from the full dataset.12499

However, as we attempt to produce NLP mod-500

els with a lower carbon footprint (Schwartz et al.,501

2020), we believe our approach shows promise as502

we universally improve upon the All-large per-503

formance when using smaller linear models. We504

are limited because not all users have a diagnosis505

date that we can pinpoint from their posts, but we506

see promise in the fact that when training on this507

set of users, there is a clear pattern of improvement508

when using pre-diagnosis data.509

6 Discussion510

In our experiments, we find that classifiers using511

exclusively Pre-diagnosis data tend to outper-512

form classifiers using all data from all users with513

self-reported depression when tested on a popula-514

tion that does not self-report their diagnosis online.515

While we did not see the same trend on in-domain516

data, we did find that when posts are downsam-517

pled such that classifiers are tested using the same518

number of posts per user, the Pre-diagnosis519

model achieves comparable results to the others520

that have been trained on far more data.521

This is notable in that (a) it shows that a more fo-522

cused approach in the data curation stage can help523

with the generalization issues noted by Harrigian524

et al. (2020) and Ernala et al. (2019), and (b) we525

can achieve strong results with far less data, reduc-526

ing the necessary computational resources (for the527

MentalBERT model, Pre-diagnosis takes less528

than 1% of the training time of the All-large529

model on the same device). Our study shows that530

relying exclusively on big data is not enough to531

build effective classifiers; rather, data quality is532

of the utmost importance. Improving data qual-533

ity is possible by re-examining assumptions in the534

data-curation process.535

12FastText also took more than 10x the amount of time to
train compared to TF-IDF and LIWC

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 536

study to investigate how temporal factors affect 537

mental health classifiers. It opens up the possibility 538

of exploring the same phenomena on other mental 539

health diagnoses (e.g. anxiety). Additionally, it re- 540

inforces the need to consider temporal variation in 541

any classification problem that aims to classify peo- 542

ple based on text they write over time but considers 543

their behavior to be static. 544

By focusing on pre-diagnosis data, we also 545

demonstrate an approach that would likely gen- 546

eralize particularly well to people who are not yet 547

diagnosed and need to be connected to help (Fig- 548

ure 2). While the SURVEY dataset contains no 549

indication of when each user was diagnosed, it is 550

likely that the improvements observed when using 551

pre-diagnosis data would be enlarged if we only 552

had that data at test time. In the future, we believe 553

that precise data-curation methods can be used in 554

conjunction with modeling techniques that aim to 555

improve generalizability (Lee et al., 2021) to build 556

more robust classifiers. 557

7 Conclusion 558

In this paper, we proposed and validated the hy- 559

pothesis that using only data from before users are 560

diagnosed can improve the generalization of men- 561

tal health classifiers. In particular, we focus on 562

addressing self-report bias; in datasets based on so- 563

cial media, diagnoses are often inferred from what 564

users say about themselves, meaning that classifiers 565

built on their data focus on a specific subset of peo- 566

ple (Figure 1). When validating our hypothesis, we 567

tested our classifiers on a dataset that is collected in 568

a way that avoids this bias. Our results showed that 569

reconsidering the set of data that we use for train- 570

ing can lead to improved performance, especially 571

for models that focus on social phenomena. 572
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8 Ethical Considerations573

While all of the data we use for training is publicly574

available, we acknowledge that people’s mental575

health conditions are highly personal. While the576

users in our training set all shared their depres-577

sion diagnosis on an online forum, we acknowl-578

edge that special care should be taken with such579

data considering the sensitivity of the subject. As580

has been done in prior studies, we removed identi-581

fiers such as Reddit usernames from our personal582

copy of the data, and make no attempt to ascer-583

tain any information about the users who comprise584

our dataset beyond what is written in their Red-585

dit posts. The study that resulted in the Twitter586

dataset received full IRB approval from our institu-587

tion; personal identifiers such as Twitter usernames588

were scrubbed from the dataset. Ethics around589

health-related social media data are explored in590

more detail in Benton et al. (2017).591

In our work, we show one method that improves592

generalizability of depression diagnosis classifiers593

(with simpler models) to a population of peo-594

ple who may not explicitly discuss mental health.595

While our method improves upon the baseline, the596

results do not suggest that such a model is ready597

for real-world deployment. The task of detect-598

ing depression from text is very challenging, and599

our results on out-of-domain data that is collected600

without using self-reported diagnoses show that we601

still have a long way to go with respect to accuracy602

on populations that differ from those that we see603

in our training data (regardless of how that data is604

sampled).605

However, the more important question to ask606

may be how such a classification system should607

be used if accuracy reaches an acceptable thresh-608

old and how to define that threshold for various609

potential applications. A very accurate depres-610

sion classification system could be used for good:611

monitoring population-level depression (e.g., Wolo-612

han (2020)), routing counselors to those with the613

most need in resource-constrained settings (e.g.,614

as recommended by Bantilan et al. (2020)), opt-in615

prompts to receive counseling on college campuses616

if classifiers see symptoms developing, or opt-in617

monitoring for people who are already receiving618

counseling. However, the same systems could also619

be used for nefarious purposes, such as denying620

jobs to people whose mental health status is in-621

ferred from their social media posts. This would be622

illegal in the United States, but it may not be in all623

countries, and an action being illegal does not elim- 624

inate the risk of it occurring. While out-of-scope 625

for this paper, the question of how mental health 626

classifiers should be used and which classification 627

setups will most benefit society while reducing 628

harm should be considered more thoroughly by the 629

community, with active involvement from mental 630

health practitioners. To the best of our knowledge, 631

these considerations have been understudied in the 632

NLP community; the few exceptions that focus on 633

the ethical tensions surrounding mental health clas- 634

sifiers have appeared outside of NLP (Chancellor 635

et al., 2019). We hope that the community will con- 636

sider and participate in inner-disciplinary work that 637

directly considers how mental health classification 638

models can be deployed; one recent example of 639

such work is Cohen et al. (2020). 640
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Hyperparameter Value

regularization strength searched [0.3, 1, 3]

TF-IDF min_df 5

TF-IDF max_df 0.7 ∗ |D|

TF-IDF max # features 100000

Table 8: Hyperparameters used to train TF-IDF and
LIWC models. max_df and min_df mean the maxi-
mum and minimum document frequency. |D| is the
number of documents in the training set.

Hyperparameter Value

minimum word occurrence 10

features unigram and bi-
gram

learning rate searched [0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.7]

# epochs searched [40, 50, 60, 70]

Table 9: Hyperparameters used to train FastText mod-
els.

Appendix A Classification Models841

We provide more details about our classification842

models here, including selected hyperparameters843

and feature selection details. All hyperparameters844

are searched on the corresponding validation set.845

A.1 Logistic Regression Models846

We use the implementation from scikit-learn for the847

logistic regression model and TF-IDF vectorizer848

(Pedregosa et al., 2011). For the TF-IDF classifier,849

we use the combination of unigram and bigram850

features. For the LIWC classifier, we use five ag-851

gregation statistics on user posts: mean, variance,852

range, 90 percent range, and 75 percent range. The853

hyperparameters for these two classifiers are in Ta-854

ble 8. All hyperparameters that are not listed take855

the default values in scikit-learn.856

A.2 FastText Models857

We use the implementation13 in Joulin et al. (2016).858

The hyperparameters for FastText classifiers are in859

Table 9.860

13https://fasttext.cc

Hyperparameter Value

number of epochs 20

patience 3

maximum learning rate searched [0.0001, 0.001]

learning rate scheduler linear decay

optimizer Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2017)

weight decay searched [0.0005, 0.005]

Adam beta weights 0.9, 0.999

# FNN layer 3

dimension of FNN [512, 128, 128]

dropout in FNN 0.1

Table 10: Hyperparameters used to train MentalBERT
models.

A.3 MentalBERT Models 861

We use the MentalBERT model to generate rep- 862

resentations for each user post (Ji et al., 2021). 863

The model is trained on user posts from seven 864

mental-health related subreddits: r/depression, 865

r/SuicideWatch, r/Anxiety, r/offmychest, r/bipolar, 866

r/mentalillness/, and r/mentalhealth. Among these 867

seven subreddits, r/offmychest and r/mentalillness/ 868

might contain posts that overlap with data in SELF- 869

REPORT. For efficiency, we use the fixed represen- 870

tations ([CLS] token) generated by MentalBERT 871

and do not fine-tune it. We pass the MentalBERT 872

representations to a Feedforward Neural Network 873

(FNN) and use max pooling to get aggregated user 874

representation. 875

We train all models on a GeForce RTX 2080 Ti 876

GPU. Generating the fixed MentalBERT represen- 877

tations takes around 29 hours. The training time is 878

8 hours for the All-large model and 3 minutes 879

for the All-small and Pre-diagnosis mod- 880

els. The hyperparameters for the MentalBERT 881

classifiers are in Table 10. 882

883
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